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Language, as a complex system, suggests coordination between subsystems. 

Recent studies demonstrated that semantically similar words tend to have similar 

pronunciation (Blasi et al., 2016; Dautrich et al., 2017; Jee, Tamariz, & Shillcock, 

2022; Monaghan et al., 2014; Tamariz, 2008). The current research, for the first 

time, quantified mapping between letters and their canonical pronunciations, or 

grapho-phonemic systematicity.  

We examined naturally developed phonograms (Arabic, English, Greek, and 

Hebrew), consciously designed phonograms (Korean, Shavian alphabet, and 

Pitman’s shorthand), a logographic orthography (Chinese) and fictitious 

orthography systems (Aurebesh and Klingon).  

We measured all the pairwise phonological distances between phonemes in 

the respective alphabet system, and the corresponding pairwise orthographical 

distances between letters. We then tested Pearson’s r between these two lists of 

pairwise distances. The positive correlation coefficient means that similar letter-

shapes have similar canonical pronunciation. In contrast, the negative correlation 

means that similar letter-shapes have more distinct sounds, or vice versa. We 

verified the significance of the correlations by conducting Monte-Carlo 

permutation tests.  

For the phonological distance, phonemes were encoded into vectors according 

to the articulatory features and the distance between the vectors were calculated 

in various ways. We applied three methods to measure the pairwise distances 

between letter-shapes. Pixel count simply defines the distances as the difference 

in the number of pixels between two characters. Perimetric complexity is defined 



  

as ink area divided by perimeter of the character, thus the distance means the 

difference in complexity. Hausdorff distance (Huttenlocher et al., 1993) 

quantifies the difference between two images. Since each letter was saved as an 

image file (PNG), we were able to compare the contribution of the font to the 

grapho-phonemic systematicity.  

We found the significant grapho-phonemic systematicity for all conventional 

writing systems and two English shorthand systems. Those fictitious alphabets 

did not show any systematicity.  Considering each orthographic distance measure 

focuses on distinct aspect of the letter-shapes, the fact that a certain method 

maximised the systematicity of the writing system implies how it evolved.  

Semitic orthography systems (Arabic, English, Greek and Hebrew) showed 

highest grapho-phonemic systematicity when measured by pixel count (e.g. 

English upper-cases r = .22, p < .001; English lower-cases r = .14, p = .02), which 

indicates that more articulatorily complicated phonemes take up more space in 

written forms. Effort in writing is easily understood as a letter’s elaborateness—

how long it takes to reproduce a character. Elaborateness is typically proportional 

to the number of pixels. Korean, Shavian alphabet and Pitman’s shorthand were 

all intentionally designed to exploit the systematicity between letters and sounds. 

For instance, voiced-voiceless phoneme pairs share the identical visual features 

with slight variations. This topological difference was well-captured by Hausdorff 

distance (e.g. Korean KCC Eun-young r = .39, p <. 001). 

Although limited in number (N = 58), we found the significant grapho-

phonemic systematicity in the Chinese characters that are acquired in the first and 

second year of the primary school. We found the negative correlation coefficient 

(r = - .12, p < .001), indicating that Chinese was influenced by an evolutional 

force that distinguishes linguistic symbols. The finding implies that grapho-

phonemic systematicity may exist to facilitate language learning and orthography 

acquisition. 

Our analyses are first a proof of concept: it is possible to quantify grapho-

phonemic systematicity across a whole alphabet, for particular fonts and for 

different languages. We also have confirmed and quantified the systematicity 

intended by the authors of Korean writing system and English shorthand systems. 

Our future research can shed more lights on sub-structure of grapho-phonemic 

systematicity: the contribution of each phoneme/letter to the whole systematicity; 

whether the more frequent phoneme/letter contributes more to the whole 

systematicity; and most importantly, how this grapho-phonemic systematicity 

bootstraps infants’ learning orthography.  
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